Are your fleet operations being disrupted?

Are all carriers getting rid of 3G?
Some carriers have announced their intention to shut down the cellular infrastructure that operates 3G devices. AT&T strongly encourages all of its customers to adopt 4G LTE or LTE-M service and migrate from all 3G devices as soon as possible.

What does 3G network shutdown mean for Fleet businesses?
• All 3G devices used for Fleet Management applications must be replaced
• Fleet vehicles will be out of service to replace devices

How should Fleet businesses prepare?
• Take an inventory of what/how many devices are on 3G network
• Select a carrier with the ability to customize a complete fleet solution with you
• Select a carrier with experience in reducing operating costs and improving efficiency of your fleet
• Ensure your new fleet solution is scalable and you have carrier support
• Select a carrier with a broad portfolio of hardware to meet your needs
• Select a carrier experienced in fleet implementations to help ensure a smooth transition
• Choose a carrier to plan for Fleet Management solutions and replacement devices
• Create a migration plan and determine how that will be handled
• Schedule vehicle downtime to replace devices to minimize fleet downtime